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AbstratRe�nement hierarhies have been widely studied and applied in many di�erent �elds of Com-puter siene. Seen from a oneptual modeling perspetive, re�nement essentially onerns thehierarhial organization of a set of onepts regarding entities of a given domain. Researh onthe modeling of the stati aspets of entities, and their hierarhial organization, has produeda signi�ant amount of results that an be found in the literature. However, very often it is noteasy to read and ompare results oming from di�erent �elds. There are di�erent perspetives,the terminology greatly varies, the basi assumptions are di�erent and the underlying semantismay hide disrepanies that are diÆult to disover.The intent of this paper is to provide a survey about a set of relevant proposals oming fromthree important �elds of Computer Siene: Arti�ial intelligene (and, in partiular, Knowledgerepresentation), Programming languages, and Databases. Furthermore, in the paper a refereneframe is proposed, to be used for an homogeneous presentation of the di�erent proposals, and adeeper understanding of re�nement hierarhies.





3.1. IntrodutionRe�nement hierarhies represent a fundamental modeling mehanism in Computer siene,widely studied and applied in many di�erent �elds. This popularity produed a great numberof variations: subtyping, inheritane, subsumption, sublassing, speialization and generalization,ISA, and AKO (a kind of) are just a few terms, easy to �nd in the literature, losely relatedto the notion of re�nement. With the advent of the Objet-oriented paradigm [54℄, re�nementhierarhies have reeived a new impulse: from programming languages to databases, from anal-ysis and design to user interfaes, within the Objet-oriented approah, re�nement hierarhiesare onsolidating their popularity. Re�nement hierarhies are part of the oneptual meha-nisms that help human beings to organize their thoughts. They are onstantly used (more orless onsiously) by analysts and designers to observe the reality, study omplex problems, andonstrut oneptual models of the problem domain, aiming at the development of omputerappliations.Re�nement hierarhies, seen from a oneptual modeling perspetive, essentially onern theorganization of a set of onepts aording to a hierarhy. The intuition is straight forward:it is possible to assert that the term person denotes a more general onept than the onesdenoted by student or professor and, onversely, student and professor represent re�nedonepts (speializations) with respet to person. There are many situations where thingsare not so straight forward. Therefore, it is useful to have a sound theory that operates ononepts and their de�nitions, allowing us to unambiguously determine if two onepts arein re�nement relation. Deriving the re�nement relation is the basi step neessary to build(and maintain) a orret re�nement hierarhy. This issue has been referred to as Taxonomireasoning in Arti�ial intelligene. The same issue, although in a di�erent form, has beenaddressed in the Programming languages area, and referred to as subtyping (or, again with adi�erent avor, as sublassing or inheritane) [88℄. For a omplete treatment of the possiblevariations of inheritane in Programming languages, please refer to [81℄. In partiular, a user-de�ned type is a Programming languages notion losely related to what we referred to as aonept. Furthermore, subtyping is a binary relation losely related to re�nement [28, 34℄.In mathematial logi, a similar issue, referred to as subsumption, has been addressed andextensively studied [60℄. Subsumption has been adopted by Desription logis in Arti�ialintelligene, and by Logi programming to deal with hierarhial relations among assertions. Inthe Database area, after more than two deades of predominane of the relational model [83℄, theneed for a more expressive data model led to the introdution of Objet-orientation [53℄. Alsoin this area there is a great number of proposals and it is not lear if one will prevail, but it isundoubtful that in the future of Database models there will be a signi�ant amount of Objet-orientation. Therefore, database designers [13℄ will be hallenged by re�nement hierarhies fora long while.In building a oneptual model, a fundamental di�erene exists between stati and dynamiaspets. Stati aspets pertain to objets, their information struture and the legal states theyan assume1. Dynami aspets pertain to the behaviour of the objets, the proesses they areinvolved in and the operations (i.e., methods, aording to the Objet-oriented jargon) they anatively perform. Both stati and dynami aspets have been extensively studied at a oneptuallevel, but in modeling the latter there is still less onsensus than on the former.In this paper we address the strutural oneptual modeling, that refers to the stati aspets.1State transitions pertain to dynami modeling, the de�nition of the set of legal states pertains to statimodeling.



4.Researh on the modeling of stati aspets has produed a signi�ant amount of results thatan be found in the literature. However, very often it is not easy to read and ompare resultsoming from di�erent �elds. There are di�erent perspetives, the terminology greatly varies,the basi assumptions are di�erent and the underlying semantis may hide disrepanies thatare diÆult to disover. Its systemati use an be traed bak to the '60s, with the advent ofSemanti networks [73℄. Later, in the early '80s, the ativities in the �eld of Coneptual modelingdemonstrated the importane of suh a modeling mehanism in signi�ant areas of Computersiene. In treating the matter, we followed the organization proposed in the seminal book "OnConeptual Modeling" [27℄. Therefore, the paper addresses oneptual modeling, with a fous onstrutural re�nement hierarhies, in the perspetive of Arti�ial intelligene (more preisely inKnowledge representation), in Programming languages, and in Databases. For eah of the aboveareas a ouple of representative proposals have been identi�ed: they have been analyzed andillustrated, to emphasize their ontribution to strutural oneptual modeling and re�nementhierarhies.The intent of this paper is to provide a referene frame, to be used for an homogeneouspresentation of the di�erent proposals, and a deeper understanding of re�nement hierarhies.To this end, the paper starts with a preliminary setion where the basi notions, that willbe addressed in the subsequent setions, are briey de�ned. The de�nitions are given with aseleted terminology, in order to avoid any bias towards a �eld that may assume a prominentrole with respet to the others. In trying to �nd a balane between intuitiveness and formality,the basi modeling notions are presented by using a notation originally proposed by the authorsfor Objet-oriented Knowledge representation: TQL [62, 45℄. That setion, that also traes thelayout of the suessive setions, �rst introdues the notion of an entity, i.e., a stati onept.Entities are de�ned by giving the (internal) information struture and their relationships withother entities. One we have the mehanisms to de�ne entities, we need riteria to determineif two entities are in re�nement relation, to organize them aording to a hierarhy. One ofthe main motivations for using oneptual hierarhies is the possibility of de�ning a omplexsenario in an inremental fashion [87℄. This last point introdues the inheritane mehanismin the inremental de�nition of re�ned entities, starting from more general (or abstrat, if youwish) ones. Strutural hierarhies are proessed aiming at verifying formal properties (e.g.,onsisteny), or making expliit the de�nition of subentities for whih only the inrementalspei�ation has been given. Another kind of proessing onerns the orret plaement of anew entity in an existing hierarhy.In order to give a omparative view of the di�erent proposals, it is neessary to take intoonsideration, besides the notation, the assoiated semantis. However, this aspet has not beenaddressed with similar levels of elaboration in the di�erent �elds. Some proposals just disregardsemanti issues, others give quik hints, and yet others are based on a rigorous formal setting.Therefore, in this paper we will address the issue only when required, and the treatment will beat an intuitive level.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next setion presents the basi notions ofstrutural oneptual modeling aording to an Objet-oriented approah. Setion 3 addressesthe area of Knowledge representation where, in partiular, Desription logis and Conept lattiesare illustrated. In Setion 4, onerning Programming languages, the approahes to re�nementhierarhies in Objet-oriented programming and Logi programming are presented. In Setion 5,Objet-oriented databases are elaborated. In partiular, we fous on an objet database standard(ODMG), and a ommerial produt (O2). The last part of Setion 5 presents a proposal of



5.an objet database model that merges di�erent proposals, plaing partiular emphasis on theorretness of inheritane hierarhies. The paper ends with the onluding setion that presentsa synopti view of the di�erent proposals.2. A referene frame for strutural modelingIn this setion, a brief introdution to strutural oneptual modeling will be presented. The ba-si notions onerning the de�nition of an entity, and its information struture, will be initiallygiven. Then, we will introdue the notion of a related entity set (referred to as a oneptualmodel), its hierarhial organization, and the typial proesses that are performed on suh ahierarhy. In order to introdue the di�erent modeling notions presented in this setion, wedeided not to use any of the surveyed solutions reported in the paper, to avoid giving it aprominent role. Therefore, as already mentioned, we adopted TQL (Typing and Query Lan-guage), an Objet-oriented modeling language originally proposed by the authors [44, 45℄. Thelayout of this setion will be repliated in the next setions, in order to illustrate the di�erentproposals in a uniform way.2.1. EntityAn entity denotes a set of individuals having ommon harateristis. The set of individualsdenoted by an entity is referred to as an extension or interpretation of the entity. As we will seein the next setions, in the literature entities (but also related notions) have been referred towith di�erent terms, suh as types, onepts, lasses,  -terms. An entity is spei�ed by an entityexpression. An entity expression has a left hand side, that is the identifying tag of the entity (es-sentially, its label or name), and a right hand side, the entity de�nition. The latter desribes the(information) struture of the entity whih, intuitively, gathers the set of harateristis typialof that entity. Furthermore, entity de�nitions are propedeutial for entering and manipulatinginformation. For instane, person and dog are meaningful entity tags. An entity set, gathering aset of related entities with their de�nitions, is typially referred to as a oneptual model. In thedatabase �eld, it orresponds to a database shema. However, we will see that not all entity setsan be onsidered shemas: they must be ompliant with spei� rules. The set union of theelements in the extensions assoiated with an entity set forms an Universe of Disourse (UoD).An individual ompliant with the harateristis of an entity is referred to as an instane ofthat entity.Entity expressions may be hierarhially organized aording to a re�nement (or speialization)relationship. Suh a relationship between entities orresponds to the set inlusion between theirextensions. For instane, the student entity is a speialization of the person entity (and personis a generalization of student), sine every individual denoted by student is also an individualdenoted by person. Furthermore, an individual ompliant with the harateristis of student isexpeted to be ompliant with the harateristis of person.Sometimes it is neessary to express that an entity is a speialization of two di�erent (gener-ally, hierarhially unrelated) entities. In TQL, a speialization hierarhy is expressed by meansof the ISA onstrutor. For instane, to indiate that a working student (emp stud) is simul-taneously a speialization of a student and an employee we write2:2The syntax of TQL is suÆiently intuitive that allows us to omit its formal syntax.
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....Figure 1: Entity set and UoDemp stud := ISA student employeeIn the ase of multiple speialization, as shown in the example, the resulting extension is theintersetion of the extensions of the entities appearing in the ISA onstrut.2.2. Entity expressionThe de�nition of an entity onsists of a set of harateristis typial of the individuals denoted bythat entity. Charateristis an be strutural, when pertaining to stati aspets, or behavioral,if they desribe dynami aspets. In this paper we fous on the stati aspets of entities and,therefore, entity de�nitions will be restrited aordingly. An entity de�nition provides riteriato establish if an individual is an instane of the orresponding entity (i.e., if it is ompliant withthe harateristis of that entity). The struture of an entity is de�ned by a set of properties,where eah property an be seen as a variable devoted to represent a (stati) phenomenonharateristi of the entity. For instane, the struture of the person entity may be de�ned bythe properties name, age, and pet. An instane of an entity is reated by assoiating a onstant(or more, in the ase of multivalued properties) with eah property of the entity, and thenby identifying suh a struture with a label. Therefore, an instane is a labeled set of labeledonstants. The identifying label of an instane is referred to as instane tag (or objet identi�er,oid, in the Objet-oriented approah [55℄). We distinguish the ase in whih the onstant is anelement of a basi domain, suh as string and integer, and the ase in whih the onstant isan instane tag, i.e., it is a referene to an element of an entity extension. The former will bereferred to as value and the latter as referene. Cheking an individual to identify the entity itis an instane of is often referred to as instane heking [39℄, or lassi�ation [75℄.2.3. Domain restritionThe majority of languages for entity de�nitions have introdued mehanisms for the restritionof the domains from whih properties an take values (domain restrition). This notion is notpresent in the �rst Objet-oriented or logi languages, suh as Smalltalk [90℄ or Prolog [33℄,respetively. Domain restrition is used in the entity de�nition to restrit the set of admissibleonstants for the properties. Suh a mehanism is implemented by assoiating eah propertywith a domain spei�ation.



7.For instane, a domain restrition for the properties name, age, and pet of the above mentionedperson entity, an be expressed by assoiating with them the domains string, integer, and dog,respetively. Notie that while the �rst two domains, string, and integer, are immutable andaxiomatially given, the domain of dog depends on the UoD. (From a tehnial point of view, ifthe entity set orresponds to a database shema, the UoD is the ontent of the database, whihevolves in time with update operations.)The example below, written aording to the syntax of the TQL language, shows a de�nitionof the person entity introdued above:person := [name : fstringg+; age : integer; pet : fdogg℄where, in partiular, it spei�es that a person instane must have at least one name, that isa string, exatly one age, that is an integer, zero or more pets, that are instanes of the dogentity.In the ase of multivalued properties (denoted by urly braes), it is also possible to expressardinality onstraints that allow one to de�ne the minimum and maximum number of valuesthat an be assoiated with a given property. For instane:student := [name : fstringg; reads : fbookg3;5℄establishes the minimum and maximum number of books read by a student. Furthermore,the absene of urly braes, is a short form standing for minimum and maximum ardinalityequal to one. TQL also allows interval domains to be expressed (e.g., subsets of the integerdomain), that an be spei�ed by enumeration or indiating the interval extremes. For instane,we an haraterize a teen ager by assoiating the interval domain (13..19) with the propertyage, as follows:teen ager := [name : string; age : (13::19); pet : dog℄As already mentioned, an individual that is an instane of an entity is onstruted by instanti-ating all the properties of that entity, and by labeling the set of labeled onstants. For example,the following struture:(#p14: [name : fBob; Tomg; age : 30; pet : #d7℄)represents an individual whih is an instane of the person entity de�ned above. Suh aninstane is uniquely identi�ed by the tag #p14. In the above example we assume that, in theUoD, #d7 is the identifying tag of a dog instane. Therefore, a property establishes a binaryrelation over the instanes of the related entities (the de�nee and the de�ner entity that appearto the left and to the immediate right of the property, respetively).Entity expressions may be reursive, i.e., their de�nitions diretly or indiretly may refer tothe entity tags being de�ned. For instane, below a self reursive entity expression is given:expert := [name : fstringg; skill : string; olleague : fexpertg℄



8.2.4. Re�nement hierarhyRe�nement hierarhies have attrated muh attention from the researh areas of Arti�ial intelli-gene and Computer siene, in partiular, from Knowledge representation and Objet-orientedprogramming. The �rst systemati work on abstration hierarhies originated in Knowledgerepresentation, within Semanti network models [22, 21℄. Informally, an entity de�nition is are�nement of another one if the former has a de�nition (struture) that is more aurate thanthe latter. Auray an be ahieved by adding properties (re�nement by extension). Intuitively,we may say that a larger desription is more aurate than a shorter one (of ourse, in abseneof redundany). Another mehanism of re�nement an be obtained by a more aurate domainspei�ation assoiated with a property (re�nement by restrition). Re�ned entity de�nitionsmay be expressed in an expanded or a ompated form. In the former ase, the de�nition ofthe re�ned entity has all the properties expliitly given, whereas a ompated form inludesreferenes to already de�ned entities. Compated de�nitions require a spei� onstrut thatallows other entities to be referened. The latter will be referred to as superentities, while there�ned ones as subentities. It is evident that an entity, in an entity set, an be a superentityand a subentity at the same time. The use of ompated de�nitions allows more suint andreadable entity sets to be de�ned.The re�nement mehanism has also an important semanti import: it is related to the inlusionamong the sets of individuals the entities denote.For instane, onsider the entity person, as de�ned above, and suppose we want to introduethe entity student as a re�nement of the former, by speifying for it the additional propertyollege. By using an expanded de�nition, we may speify student as follows:student := [name : fstringg+; age : integer; pet : fdogg;ollege : string℄whereas, by using a ompated de�nition, we may take the person de�nition of the previoussetion and add the new property by using the ISA onstrut:student := ISA person [ollege : string℄As above mentioned, an entity may also be re�ned by restriting the domain of a property ofa superentity. For instane, the teen ager entity an be de�ned, in a ompated form, as are�nement of person having rede�ned the age property, as follows:teen ager := ISA person [age : (13::19)℄:The mehanism of re�ning the domain assoiated with a property, already de�ned in a super-entity, is also referred to as overriding. However, languages with a rih expressive power, e.g.,whih inlude multivalued properties, require more elaborated re�nement mehanisms, that arenot limited to the property set inlusion or domain restrition (e.g., set ardinality restrition).As already seen in the previous subsetion, re�nement an be single or multiple, dependingon the number of arguments in the ISA onstrut. The example given in Subsetion 2.1 showsemp stud as a ase of multiple re�nement. Also in this ase, there exists an equivalent expandedde�nition. For instane, suppose that student is de�ned as in the example above, and employeeis de�ned as:



9.employee := [name : fstringg+; ompany : string; salary : integer℄Starting from a ompated de�nition, in order to have all the properties of a subentity ex-pliitly given, a rewriting mehanism based on the union of properties is needed. The expandedform of emp stud results to be:emp stud := [name : fstringg+; age : integer; pet : fdogg;ollege : string; salary : integer; ompany : string℄The rewriting mehanism used to transform a ompated de�nition into its equivalent ex-panded form is generally referred to as inheritane, as desribed below.2.5. Hierarhy proessingIn the previous setion we introdued a rewriting mehanism for ompated de�nitions, thatallow the expanded forms to be derived by inheriting the properties of the superentities. Suha mehanism onsists, essentially, in the removal of the ISA onstrut, and the derivation of thestruture of the subentity, by performing the union of the properties of the referred superentities(and, if present, the expliit omponent of the subentity). In the ase of superentities havingommon properties, inheritane onits arise. Suh onits are solved by determining thedomain restrition to be assoiated with the properties derived for the subentity. In the aseof overriding, the loal properties, expliitly given, are assumed to replae inherited propertieswith the same name (but a ompatibility hek must be performed, as explained later).Consisteny is a key property of re�nement hieararhies, stritly related to inheritane on-its. It is de�ned as follows (rephrasing, with our terminology, a de�nition given in [94℄):"in a onsistent re�nement hierarhy eah ompatly de�nedentity, when expanded, must be a re�nement of eah of its superentities".Consisteny is essentially related to inheritane onit resolution, in partiular it is violated inthe presene of oniting properties having domains with empty intersetion.For instane, in the ase of the emp stud entity de�ned above, the re�nement hierarhy isonsistent beause the expanded de�nition derived for it is a re�nement of both the studentand employee superentities. In partiular, in this ase, the name property generates an inher-itane onit that an be trivially solved, being the basi domain assoiated with it, in thesuperentities, the same.Conversely, there are ases where the onit requires an extensive proessing to be solved, orit appears evident that a solution does not exist. Consider the following entity set:student := [name : string; phone : string; ollege : string℄worker := [name : string; phone : integer; salary : integer℄work stud := ISA student workerIn this ase, an inonsistent re�nement hierarhy has been de�ned. In fat, in the de�nition ofwork stud, the phone property an be assoiated with either integer or string. But, in bothases, the resulting de�nition is not a re�nement of both the superentities student and worker.



10.Furthermore, being the intersetion of integer and string domains empty, a non-empty domainthat is a restrition of both does not exist.2.6. Semantis of an entityAs already mentioned, the set of individuals denoted by an entity is an interpretation, or ex-tension, of that entity. Indeed, we are not interested in any interpretation, but only in theinterpretations for whih all the individuals are instanes of (at least) one entity (i.e., they areompliant with an entity struture). Suh interpretations are referred to as semanti models(models for short) of the entity. In this setion we give a brief aount of the researh on entitysemantis. (A more elaborated treatment is beyond the sope of this paper and an be foundin the literature mentioned below.)In the literature, aording to the expressiveness of the language proposed, various kindsof semantis have been de�ned [35℄. For instane, in the ontext of Dedutive databases theinationary, strati�ed, and well founded semantis have been de�ned to deal with negation andreursion [5℄. In the ontext of Objet-oriented databases there are various proposals based ondenotational semantis, suh as in [11℄, or based on an algebrai spei�ation approah, suh asin [17℄.In this survey, sine we avoid negation and we fous essentially on onjuntive, reursivestrutures, it is worth realling, within the denotational semantis, the least and greatest fixedpoint semantis. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to onsider the desriptive semantis [65, 66℄,whih has been proposed in the ontext of Desription logis. In our opinion, it is also signi�antin other ontexts, and in partiular in Objet-oriented databases [15℄.The three mentioned semantis, i.e., the least, the greatest �xed point, and the desriptivesemantis, agree on non-reursive entities, while they di�er in the ase of reursive entity expres-sions. In partiular, aording to the least (greatest) �xed point semantis, only the smallest(greatest) model, among all possible models, is the intended meaning of the entity. Conversely,aording to the desriptive semantis, all possible models are allowed. For instane, onsiderthe following reursive entity:tennis player := [name : string; friend : tennis player℄and suppose that the UoD ontains two individuals, #o1, #o2, whose strutures are de�ned,respetively, as follows:#o1: fname : John; friend : #o1g#o2: fname :Mary; friend : #o2gThen onsider the sets:f g, f#o1g, f#o2g, f#o1, #o2g,that are all the possible models of tennis player. Indeed, aording to the least and great-est �xed point semantis, the intended meaning for the tennis player entity is the empty set(the smallest model) and the set f#o1, #o2g (the greatest model), respetively. Whereas,aording to the desriptive semantis, all the four sets are possible meanings of tennis player.With regard to hierarhies, semanti onstraints related to the intersetion of the extensions



11.of sibling entities (i.e., entities having a ommon superentity) are often proposed, allowing thenotions of disjoint and overlapping re�nement to be introdued. In partiular, a re�nement isdisjoint or overlapping if the intersetion of the models of the sibling entities is empty or not,respetively. (Notie that in the ase of multiple re�nement - i.e., entities having a ommonsubentity - the extensions of the superentities are always assumed to be overlapping.) A formaltreatment of overlapping and disjoint re�nement has been investigated in [48℄, within the Objet-Role Modeling (ORM) tehniques.3. Knowledge representationKnowledge representation (KR) is one of the key �elds of Arti�ial intelligene (AI) [24℄. KR isper se a very rih and ative �eld that, roughly speaking, an be divided aording to two majorareas: one grounded on logi [46℄, and the other one grounded on algebra and graph-theoretifoundations (e.g., Semanti networks [22℄ and, to mention a spei� proposal, Coneptual graphs[78, 79℄). In this paper, we seleted Desription logis (DL) (previously known as Terminologi-al logis or Conept languages) [74, 39℄, and Conept latties (CL) (also referred to as Galoisgraphs) [89℄, as representative proposals of these two areas, respetively, sine they pay parti-ular attention to oneptual hierarhies.In both the subsetions below, we start by introduing the notion of a onept that orrespondsto the entity notion of the referene model presented in the previous setion.3.1. Desription logisDL have aquired partiular relevane in the last years. "DL have been designed for the logi-al reonstrution and spei�ation of Knowledge representation systems desending from KL-ONE, suh as Bak, Classi, KRIS, and LOOM" [74℄. In addressing onept hierarhies,the main issue of DL is Taxonomi reasoning, i.e., the determination of the right plae of aonept in a taxonomy of onepts [19℄. Taxonomi reasoning is based on the omputation ofthe re�nement relation between onepts, that in this �eld is referred to as subsumption.3.1.1. ConeptIn DL, entities are referred to as onepts. A onept therefore denotes a set of individuals,and is de�ned by means of a onept expression. In early proposals, onept expressions wereunamed, that is without onept tags. In suh a ase, a onept expression oinides with aonept de�nition, and it is not possible to referene it by name. Indeed, even in this early form,onept names (tags) are present and are used to form onept expressions. However, they arenot assoiated with a de�nition, and their semantis is axiomatially assumed: a onept nameis a sort of atomi onept.We reall that unamed onepts and onept subsumption have been originally investigatedby Brahman and Levesque in the seminal paper [23℄. Being the unamed onepts less expressivethan the named ones (for instane, unamed onepts do not allow reursive de�nitions), researhhas later foused on named onept expressions.Named onept expressions may be primitive or defined [49, 39℄. A primitive onept ex-pression has a de�nition that represents only neessary onditions, for an individual to be aninstane of the onept. In this ase, the onept de�nition denotes a superset of the instanesdenoted by the onept name. Intuitively, if:person: has a name and an age



12.represents a primitive onept, then the set of the persons is a subset of all the possible indi-viduals having a name and an age (that, for instane, inludes dogs as well).A de�ned onept is a onept expression where the de�nition represents neessary and suÆ-ient onditions. Intuitively, if we want to transform the primitive person onept into a de�nedone, one solution (sarely feasible, though) is to add a list of properties that, olletively, onlypertain to persons. In general, sine it is diÆult to build a de�nition based on all the proper-ties that uniquely haraterize a spei� entity, a de�ned onept is obtained by using another(typially primitive) onept. Therefore, we may write the above onept in a de�ned form:person: a human whih has a name and an age.Therefore, assuming that human is a primitive onept that axiomatially denotes the set ofall possible human beings, the above onept expression exludes dogs (or other entities havingname and age) being part of the onept extent.However, in some papers, see for instane [67℄, primitive onepts are simply onept names(i.e., atomi onepts) that are not assoiated with any de�nition, whereas defined onepts arealways named onepts, whose assoiated de�nitions denote neessary and suÆient onditionsfor their instanes identi�ation.3.1.2. Conept expressionThe expressions of primitive and de�ned onepts are haraterized by spei� onstrutors,onneting the onept name and its de�nition. In partiular, de�ned onepts are spei�ed byusing the symbol " :=", whereas primitive onepts are expressed by the "v" symbol.In DL, the properties used in onstruting a onept de�nition are referred to as roles.Given a role R and a onept C, below the operations that allow primitive and de�ned oneptsto be onstruted are presented. Notie that, in this paper, we restrited suh operations to theones that are, somehow, ommon to all the DL languages found in the literature [49, 66℄.� Conept onjuntion: allows the spei�ation of the superonepts of the onept beingde�ned (it is equivalent to the ISA onstrut). It is expressed by using the in�x "u"operator. For instane:work stud := (employee u student)is a onept whose name is work stud, de�ned through the superonepts employee andstudent. In partiular, the work stud individuals are exatly the ones denoted by theintersetion between the extensions of employee and student onepts.� Value restrition: this operation allows one to express the universal role quanti�ation(8R:C), and the existential role quanti�ation (9R:C). For instane:eduated person := (8 hild:student)student v (9 friend:dog)are two onepts, the former establishing that the eduated persons are exatly the in-dividuals having all hildren that are students (or without o�springs), the latter statingthat the students are individuals having at least one friend that is a dog.� Number restrition: sine a role may be multivalued, the number restrition gives thepossibility of speifying ardinality onstraints. Notationally suh a onstraint is expressedby (� n R) and (� n R), where n is a natural. For instane:person v (� 2 friend)is a onept stating that eah person has at least two friends (notie that it is not requiredto speify the value restrition of a given role).



13.More omplex onepts may be formed by omposing the above onstruts, as for instane:eduated parent := (adult u (8 hild:student) u (� 2 hild)u (9 boss:manager))that desribes an eduated parent as an adult, who has at least two student hildren and,furthermore, at least one boss, who is a manager.Notie that the above operations have been expressed aording to an abstrat syntax widelyaepted by the AI ommunity [49℄. However, in KR systems, suh as KL-ONE [25℄, and therelated Classi, Bak, KRIS and LOOM systems [91℄, a more onrete syntax is used, realledbelow by means of the following orrespondene table:abstrat vs onrete syntaxu (in�x) and (pre�x)8 all9 some� atleast� atmostAording to the onrete syntax, the above example onerning an eduat ed parent has theform:eduated parent := (and adult (all hild student)(atleast 2 hild) (some boss manager))3.1.3. Hierarhy proessingIn DL, the re�nement relationship between onepts is referred to as subsumption. Rather thenderiving the expanded form of the superentities, in DL the main interest has been heking sub-sumption between onepts, in partiular, between de�ned onepts. Subsumption is a semantinotion, de�ned as follows [23℄:a onept  is subsumed by a onept ' if and only ifany instane of  is also an instane of '.In the literature, various algorithms for heking subsumption have been introdued (see, forinstane [23, 66℄). Subsumption algorithms are required to be sound and omplete. In partiular,soundness implies that, given two de�ned onepts  and ', if the algorithm reports that  issubsumed by ', then any instane of  is also an instane of '. Completeness implies that, ifany instane of  is also an instane of ', then the algorithm reports subsumption.For example, onsider the following onepts, de�ned aording to the onrete syntax realledabove:employee := (and worker (all projet string))work empl := (and worker student (all projet string)(all friend person))



14.These onepts are in subsumption being any superonept and role (with the orrespondingvalue restritions) of the former present in the de�nition of the latter.In the ase of reursive onepts, the piture gets more ompliated sine a onept expressiondoes not orrespond to a �nite parse tree and, therefore, a diret omparison of the two stru-tures is not feasible. Furthermore, as antiipated, the semantis of reursion is not uniquelyagreed upon and the subsumption relationship may hold or not, depending on the hosen se-mantis. Consider the following example:student := (and (all name string) (atleast 1 name)(all friend student) (atleast 1 friend))employee := (and (all name string) (atleast 1 name)(all friend employee) (atleast 1 friend))Aording to the greatest �xed point semantis, the models of these onepts always oinide,therefore subsumption between them holds, trivially. Whereas, aording to the desriptivesemantis, these onepts are not in subsumption, beause there exist models of student andemployee for whih the set inlusion does not hold (see Subsetion 2.6) [66℄.One of the main hallenges of the analysis performed in the �eld of DL is the identi�ationof fragments of formal logi that allow eÆient Taxonomi reasoning methods to be de�ned.Sine the more expressive the language, the harder the reasoning, the hallenge onsists in de-termining a trade-o� between the expressivity of the representation language and the possibilityof reasoning with the expressions represented with suh a language. Computational omplexityresults about subsumption show that in the ase of restrited languages inluding the and, all,and some ostrutors and unamed onepts, subsumption an be omputed in polynomial time[23℄. However, in the ase of languages ontaining the and, and all onstrutors, with namedand unamed onepts, subsumption beomes intratable, and in partiular it is o-NP-omplete[67, 38℄, or even undeidable for full KL-ONE onepts [77℄.3.2. Conept lattiesCL have been introdued aiming at the organization of the instanes that are present in agiven domain, by grouping them in a oherent fashion. This is obtained by �rst identifyingthe (relevant) objets of the observed domain, together with their (relevant) features. In thisperspetive, an entity (onept) is not an abstration but, on the basis of the observation ofthe reality, it is a lustering of objets having ommon features (attributes). In partiular, CL,also referred to as Galois graphs, have been introdued by Wille within the Formal ConeptAnalysis [89℄. Formal Conept Analysis provides a oneptual framework for the analysis andvisualization of data, in order to make them more understandable. It is based on lattie theory[18℄, a well established mathematial disipline that has been applied in many di�erent realms,like Psihology, Soiology, Mediine, Linguistis, and Computer siene. In one of his �rstworks, Birko� states that "lattie theory provides a proper voabulary for disussing order, andespeially systems whih are in any sense hierarhies" [20℄.CL were originally proposed for oneptual lassi�ation and data analysis in AI, within the KR�eld [37℄. More reently they revealed very interesting in providing a basis for the onstrutionof inheritane hierarhies in Objet-oriented databases [92℄, [63℄.The approah adopted in Formal Conept Analysis is somehow more extensional with respet



15.to the ones illustrated till now. In fat, the development of suh a theory starts from thede�nition of a set O of objets (individuals), a set A of attributes (property labels), that areonsidered relevant to a given appliation domain, and a binary relation R among them. Suh atriple of sets (O,A,R), i.e., the olletions of objets, attributes, and the binary relation amongthem, is referred to as a ontext. Starting from a ontext, a set of possible onepts an bederived, eah of whih is de�ned by lustering the sets of objets that own the same sets ofattributes, within the given ontext. All possible onepts that an be derived from a ontextan be organized aording to a lattie, referred to as a onept lattie.In Formal Conept Analysis, the notion of a onept is very similar to the notion of an entityas de�ned in Setion 2.3 However, with respet to the proposals illustrated till now, in CL thereare neither onept labels, nor delared assoiations of onepts by means of attributes (i.e., re-lationships). A onept is derived from the ontext, on the basis of the existing relations amongobjets and attributes. It is ompletely spei�ed by its sets of objets and attributes, referredto as extent and intent of the onept, respetively. The extent of a onept orresponds tothe set of individuals denoted by the onept, whereas the intent orresponds to the oneptexpression (that orresponds to the entity expression, as de�ned in Subsetion 2.2).Conepts are hierarhially related by means of a subonept-superonept relation. In parti-ular, the extent of the subonept is ontained by the extent of the superonept, whereas theintent of the superonept is ontained by the intent of the subonept. These issues are betterillustrated below.3.2.1. ConeptAs already mentioned, in Formal Conept Analysis a onept is de�ned within a ontext. Aontext is a triple (O,A,R), where O and A are two sets of elements alled objets and attributes,respetively, and R is a binary relation between O and A. In partiular, if oRa, for any o 2 Oand a 2 A, then we say that "the objet o has the attribute a" or "the attribute a applies tothe objet o".Given two sets E, I, suh that E � O and I � A, onsider the dual sets E0 and I 0, i.e., thesets de�ned by the attributes applying to all the the objets belonging to E and the objetshaving all the attributes belonging to I, respetively, that is:E0 = fa 2 A j oRa 8 o 2 EgI 0 = fo 2 O j oRa 8 a 2 IgThen, a onept of the ontext (O,A,R) is a pair (E,I) suh that E � O, I � A and thefollowing onditions hold:E0 = I, I 0 = E.The sets E and I are referred to as the extent and the intent of the onept, respetively.Therefore, a onept is a pair of sets where the former onsists of preisely those objets whihhave all attributes from the latter and, onversely, the latter onsists of preisely those attributesthat apply to all objets from the former.3Notie that, in Conept latties, the term entity is used as a synonym of objet, rather than of onept. Weare aware that this terminologial lash may redue the larity of the presentation, therefore we used the termobjet instead.
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INTENT EXTENT

concept ==>
Attributes Objects

Figure 2: Conept extent/intent relationshipsFor instane, onsider a ontext where:O = f#b, #mb, #e, #s, #wg,A = fname, vehile, ollege, salary, maker, olor, powergand R is spei�ed by the Table 1.name vehile ollege salary maker olor power#b x x#mb x x x#e x x x#s x x x#w x x x xTable 1: A ContextIn this ontext, �ve objets are present, eah of whih identi�ed by the "#" pre�x symbol,and seven attributes. Notie that, as already mentioned, in a onept lattie entity tags, suhas student or bike, are not expressed. Furthermore, there is no possibility of speifying oneptrelationships suh as, for instane, bike assoiated with student by means of the vehile property.Finally, prede�ned domains, suh as string or integer, are not onsidered.A onept of this ontext is, for instane, the pair:(f#e,#wg, fname, vehile, salaryg)sine both the objets #e;#w have at least the name, vehile, and salary attributes, and noother objets of the ontext has all these three attributes. If we onstrut a table of onepts(i.e., a set of objets-attributes pairs), plaing the more general ones in the top row, we obtaina pattern skethly shown in Figure 2.Notie that, given a ontext (O,A,R) and two onepts (E1,I1) and (E2,I2), the followingonditions hold:if E1 � E2 then E02 � E01, for E1, E2 � Oif I1 � I2 then I 02 � I 01, for I1, I2 � A,
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({#e,#s,#w}, {name,vehicle})

({#s,#w}, {name,vehicle,college})

({#w}, {name,vehicle,college,salary})

({#e,#w}, {name,vehicle,salary})

({#mb}, {maker,color,power})

({#b,#mb}, {maker,color})

({ }, {name,vehicle,college,salary,maker,color,power})

({#e,#s,#w,#b,#mb}, { })

Figure 3: Conept lattie of the ontext of Table 1that is, duality implies the opposite set inlusion in the ase of both sets of objets and attributes.This situation is intuitively represented in Figure 2, where we an say that by adding attributesto a onept, the ardinality of its extent dereases or, vie versa, the redution of the ardinalityof the set of objets of a onept an be obtained by inreasing the related intent ardinality(i.e., by identifying additional disriminating attributes).3.2.2. Conept lattieGiven two onepts (E1,I1), (E2,I2) of a ontext (O,A,R), it is possible to establish an inheri-tane relation (�) between them aording to the following ondition:(E1,I1) � (E2,I2) i� E1 � E2 (i� I2 � I1).In partiular, (E1,I1) is alled subonept of (E2,I2) and (E2,I2) is alled superonept of(E1,I1).Given a ontext (O,A,R), onsider the set of all onepts of this ontext, indiated as L(O,A,R).Then:(L(O,A,R),�)is a omplete lattie alled onept lattie (also referred to as Galois graph), i.e., for eah subsetof onepts, the greatest lower bound and the lowest upper bound exist [89℄. (Notie that forlatties over sets with �nite ardinality, the notions of omplete lattie and lattie oinide [18℄.)In the Conept lattie, nodes are labeled with the onepts of the ontext, and ars areestablished among the nodes whose assoiated onepts are in � relation. A node is assoiated
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#b #mb #e #s #w

name vehicle college maker color powersalary

Figure 4: Bipartite graph representing the ontext of Table 1with two omponents: the extent, that ontains all the objets having the attributes spei�ed inthe seond omponent, and the intent, that ontains all the attributes applying to the objetsspei�ed in the �rst omponent. By the de�nition, the � relation is a partial order relation thatexpresses a double inlusion among node omponents. In partiular, given a node, say n: (i)the extent of n is ontained in the extent of eah of the anestors of n, and (ii) the intent of nontains the intent of eah of the anestors of n.The onept lattie has also two speial nodes, the maximum and minimum nodes (labeledwith > and ?, respetively). The maximum and the minimum group all the objets and theattributes of the ontext, respetively. For instane, onsider the ontext of Table 1. The oneptlattie that an be derived from it is shown in Figure 3, and ontains eight onepts.Notie that in Figure 3, given two onepts, their greatest lower bound is the onept whose:(i) extent is the intersetion of the extents of the two onepts, and (ii) intent is the union of theintents of the two onepts. On the other hand, their lowest upper bound is the onept whose:(i) extent is the union of the extents of the two onepts, and (ii) intent is the intersetion ofthe intents of the two onepts. It is important to note that the lattie organization has beenarefully oneived, but it is not the only possible. For instane, the same ontext an also berepresented by using a bipartite graph, as shown in Figure 4, loosing readability and informationabout the hierarhial organization of onepts.3.2.3. Hierarhy proessingIn this area, the main ativity related to hierarhy proessing onsists in omputing the Coneptlattie orresponding to a given ontext. In addition, the representation of a Conept lattiean be optimized, by de�ning the related inheritane graph. In fat, onsider the exampleshown in Figure 3. By following the paths of the lattie it is easy to see that it ontainsredundant information onerning both attributes and objets. In partiular, eah node ontainsall the objets belonging to the extents of its desendants and all the attributes belonging tothe intents of its anestors. Now, by assuming that, for eah node, attributes are inherited fromthe top (>) and objets are inherited from the bottom (?), the Conept lattie of Figure 3an be transformed into the inheritane graph of Figure 5. In this representation eah nodeontains only the additional elements, objets and attributes, with respet to its desendantsand anestors. For instane, the node labeled with the onept (f#eg; fsalaryg), inherits theobjet #w from the bottom, and the attributes name and vehile from the top.Another interesting proessing ativity performed in this researh area is the derivation of allthe attribute impliations of a ontext. An attribute impliation of a ontext (O,A,R) is a pairof subsets of A, say X, Y , denoted by "X ! Y ", for whih the following ondition holds:
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({ }, {name,vehicle})

({#b}, {maker,color})

({#mb}, {power})

({#e}, {salary})

({#s}, {college})

({#w}, { })

({ }, { })

({ }, { })

Figure 5: Inheritane graph of the ontext of Table 1X 0 � Y 0that is, eah objet from O having all attributes of X has also all attributes of Y . This notionorresponds to attribute inheritane in Semanti networks.For instane, in our example:follege, salaryg ! fname, vehilegis an attribute impliation sine every objet (in this ase only #w) having the attributes ollegeand salary has also the attributes name and vehile. Similarly, also:fmaker, salaryg ! Ais an attribute impliation (where A is the set of all attributes of the ontext), sine there areno objets in the ontext having the attributes maker and salary.4. Programming languagesRe�nement hierarhies have been proposed in Programming languages (PL) long ago. Withthe advent of Objet-oriented programming (OOP ) languages, suh as Smalltalk [90℄, C++ [40℄,Ei�el [61℄ and, more reently, Java [52℄, a programming style based on suh hierarhies had asigni�ant spread. However, in the mentioned OOP languages, re�nement hierarhies did nothave a sound theoretial basis. It is basially due to the work of Cardelli [1, 28, 36℄ if, in the



20.80's, OOP aquired a sound formal type theory. In the �rst part of this setion, the key aspetsof the OOP theory due to Cardelli will be illustrated, with partiular attention to subtypingand type hierarhy.In the area of Logi programming (LP ), the need for more strutured paradigms was emergingin the same period. For example, there have been several proposals to extend Prolog [33℄ withObjet-oriented features (see Prolog++ [64℄). Also in this ase, the �rst proposals were mainlyonstruted with a pragmati approah. A signi�ant proposal that extends LP with Objet-oriented features, and is based on sound theoretial foundations, is due to Ait-Kai [6, 7℄. Thisproposal is illustrated in the seond part of the setion.4.1. Objet-oriented programmingAs already mentioned, here we will present the work of Cardelli [28℄, seleted for the entral rolethat it plays within the OOP ommunity (and beyond). The presentation will follow the usualorganization, addressing �rst the de�nitional notions and then fousing on hierarhy proessingof the strutural aspets. The rih treatment of this proposal onerning the funtional aspetswill not be addressed sine it is beyond the sope of this paper.4.1.1. Types and type expressionsIn OOP, entities are referred to as reord types (types for short). A type has a tag and a de�-nition. A tag uniquely identi�es a de�nition. A de�nition provides the neessary and suÆientonditions for an individual to be an instane of that type. Therefore, every type tag standsfor the orresponding de�nition and does not arry any semantis per se. This approah is alsoreferred to as the strutural approah.In a type, the properties are referred to as fields or properties. In a property, domain restri-tion is performed by assoiating eah property name with a type de�nition or a type tag, eitheraxiomatially given, suh as string or integer (also referred to as basi types), or user-de�ned.In the latter ase, the tag has to be properly de�ned. A property with an assoiated type tagor type de�nition will be referred to as a typed property (note that in OOP there are languages,suh as Smalltalk, that do not require property to be typed). A user-de�ned type an be ex-pressed in an expanded form, by expliitly listing all its typed properties, or in a ompatedform, by using the (in�x) and ostrutor. The arguments of the and ostrutor are referredto as supertypes. Properties are assumed to be singlevalued. Cardinality onstraints are notaddressed.Example 4.1. In order to provide an example somehow related to the one illustrated in Sub-setion 3.2, onsider the following set of types expressed aording to the syntax of [28℄:student = (name : string; vehile : bike; ollege : string)employee = (name : string; vehile : motor bike; salary : integer)bike = (maker : string; olor : string)motor bike = (maker : string; olor : string; power : string)work stud = student and employeeIn the example, the �rst type expression has student as tag and name, vehile, and ollege asproperties. In partiular, vehile is typed with the user-de�ned tag bike, whose type de�nition



21.is given in the type set. 2Furthermore, we have reursive types, suh as for instane:person = (name : string; vehile : ar)ar = (name : string; owner : person)student = (name : string; friend : student)where, in partiular, student is a self-reursive type.4.1.2. SubtypingIn OOP, the speialization relationship between types is referred to as subtyping. Subtyping isde�ned aording to the following (reursive) syntati rules:- every type is a subtype of itself- a type t is a subtype of a type t' if t has all the propertiesof t', and possibly more, and the types assoiated withthe ommon properties of t and t' are in subtyping relation.Notie that subtyping an be heked only for types that are in the expanded form, i.e., thatdo not ontain the and onstrut. For instane, aording to their expliit sets of properties,the motor bike type de�ned above is a subtype of bike. As antiipated in Setion 2, a purestrutural approah, as the one adopted here for subtyping, may be misleading. Consider thefollowing types:person = (name : string; age : integer)dog = (name : string; age : integer; breed : string):In this ase, aording to the above subtyping rule, dog is a subtype of person sine, as alreadymentioned, their tags do not arry any semantis and just stand for their de�nitions.With regard to reursive types, the subtyping rule has been deeply investigated in [2℄. It anbe summarized as follows:t is a subtype of t' if, by assuming that subtyping betweenthe type tags t and t' holds, it is possible to prove that subtypingbetween the type de�nitions of t and t' holds.Therefore, it is easy to see that, if person and dog are two reursive types de�ned as follows:person = (name : string; friend : person)dog = (name : string; friend : dog; breed : string)dog is a subtype of person.The semanti import of the subtyping relationship is established by the following theorem(Semanti Subtyping) (see [28℄):



22.if t is a subtype of t' then the set of instanes of tis ontained in the set of instanes of t'.For instane, in the Example 4.1, any instane of motor bike is also an instane of bike. Infat, any instane of motor bike has a struture that ontains a substruture (i.e., the propertiesmaker and olor) that oinides with the struture of bike. Here we are addressing the semantiissues at an intuitive level. On a more formal ground, it is important to point out that in OOPthe greatest �xed point semantis has been adopted [2℄. Therefore, aording to the last exampleabove, the set of instanes of dog is ontained in the set of instanes of person (as expetedaording to the Semanti Subtyping theorem mentioned above).4.1.3. Type infereneSubtyping has been introdued in OOP mainly for type heking purposes. Type heking is asort of protetion mehanism for the funtions, aimed at guaranteeing that a funtion gets inputparameters, at run time, of the expeted type. Type heking an be performed dynamially,at run time, for every funtion invoation, or statially, at ompile time. The former requiresadditional ode to be generated and, furthermore, it overloads program exeution. Therefore,run time heking is not very popular, in favor to the former. Stati type heking is generallypreferred, sine it represents a burden for the ompiler only and aims at inreasing the qualityof the software.Stati type heking requires a type inferene mehanism. The latter, given a symboli ex-pression of the language, aims at deriving a type for it, aording to a set of type inferenerules. In the ase that no type an be derived, the expression is said to ontain type errors.A full treatment of type inferene theory is beyond the sope of this paper. Here we fouson type inferene for ground expressions that are: (i) printable values (suh as strings, inte-gers,...), or (ii) instantiated strutures, i.e., �nite assoiations of printable values or, reursively,of ground expressions with properties. Suh strutures are also referred to as (instantiated)reord expressions (r expressions) and will be spei�ed aording to the notation of [28℄. Forinstane:(name = Bob, age = 30, dept = math)is an r expression of the type:student = (name : string; age : integer; dept : string)A set of type inferene rules is also referred to as an inferene system.The basi rule of the inferene system proposed by Cardelli is related to subtyping and anbe summarised by the following theorem (Syntati Subtyping):if an r expression has a type t, and t is a subtype of t0,then the r expression has also type t0.The inferene system ontains a rule for eah spei� syntati onstrut. The type inferenerule onerning r expressions is the following:



23.if ei is a r expression of type ti, for i = 1 . . . n,then the r expression (a1 = e1; : : : ; an = en)is of type (a1 : t1; : : : ; an : tn):For instane, onsider the Example 4.1, and the r expression:(maker=Fiat, olor=red, power=1300hp) (*)Then, aording to the type inferene rule for reord types, it follows that this expression is oftype motor bike. Furthermore, aording to the basi rule related to subtyping, we derive thatthis expression is also of type bike.An inferene system is required to be sound with respet to the semantis of the language(Semanti Soundness), that is:if it is possible to derive that an r expression e has a type t,then the value denoted by e belongs to the domain denoted by t.In general, many types an be derived for a given r expression that, subjet to the soundnessof the inferene system, are all in subtyping relation. For instane, for the r expression (*) twotypes are derived, bike and motor bike, that are in subtyping relationship.4.1.4. Type hekingType heking, that represents one of the key topis in the OOP �eld, aims at determining theoherene of the parameters that will be passed to funtions at run time. Intuitively, the goalis to prevent that, in running a program, a funtion invoation auses an error due to atualparameters of a type inompatible with the one expeted (e.g., trying to multiply two strings).Stati type heking algorithms are rather ompliated, sine they analyze the soure odein order to follow the data ow, keeping trak of the type that, step after step, eah variableassumes. In general, many types an be derived for an r expression aording to a given set oftype inferene rules. In any ase, if the inferene system is sound, suh types are in subtyp-ing relationship among them. In order to hoose any of the admissible types, a type hekingalgorithm must be de�ned. Therefore, in general, given any expression of an OOP language,the type heking algorithm operates in onnetion with a type inferene system and aims atderiving a type for that expression whih is ompatible with the type required by the funtion. Atype heking algorithm is required to be sound with respet to the inferene system (SyntatiSoundness), that is:if the algorithm sueeds and returns a type for an expression,then it is possible to prove, within the type inferene system,that the expression has that type.The stati type heking algorithm for r expressions proposed in [28℄ is spei�ed by means ofthe type heking funtion J , de�ned as follows:J [(a1 = e1; : : : ; an = en)℄� = [(a1 : J [e1℄�, . . . , an : J [en℄�)℄



24.where � is the type environment for variables. In partiular, the type hosen for an expressionis the most speialized one, aording to the subtyping relationship (�):J [(e has a type s)℄� = t, if J [e℄� = t and t � s, else fail. (**)The type heking algorithm has been proved to be syntatially sound with respet to theinferene system (see de�nition above). As a result, from the Semanti Soundness seen in theprevious paragraph, and the Syntati Soundness we have:if an expression an be suessfully typeheked,then it annot produe run-time type errors.For instane, it is easy to verify that the type heking funtion J returns the motor biketype for the expression (*) (being subtyping reexive, the (**) holds trivially). Notie that, asalready shown in the previous paragraph, it is possible to derive that suh an expression is oftypemotor bike aording to the inferene system too (as expeted, sine the algorithm is soundwith respet to the inferene system).Notie that being reord types the fous of this paper, a simpli�ed version of the originalelaboration has been presented. Indeed, the import of the (**) is muh wider and an bebetter appreiated when onsidering the type heking of omplex expressions, inluding otheronstruts of an OOP language.4.1.5. Hierarhy proessingIn OOP, the re�nement hierarhy proessing, i.e., the rewriting mehanism that allows thederivation of the properties of subtypes (de�ned in a ompated form), is referred to as nor-malization proess. The and onstrut is interpreted as a meet operation between types (#),being the resulting type the greatest ommon lower bound of the supertypes, aording to thesubtyping relation. In partiular, the resulting type will have (at least) all the typed propertiesof the supertypes. In the presene of ommon properties, inheritane onits are solved byreursively applying the normalization proess to the oniting types.If t, ti, sj , t0i, vk are type tags, and (ai : ti; bj : sj), and (ai : t0i; k : vk) are two reord types,where i = 1 : : : n, j = 1 : : : m, and k = 1 : : : r, the normalization proess an be formally de�nedas:- t # t = t- (ai : ti; bj : sj) # (ai : t0i; k : vk) = (ai : ti # t0i; bj : sj; k : vk)For instane, in the ase of the Example 4.1, the expanded form of work stud is:work stud = (name : string; salary : integer; ollege : string;vehile : (maker : string; olor : string; power : string))where the inheritane onit vehile has been solved by applying the normalization proess tothe oniting types bike and motor bike. Aording to the strutural approah, the above typeis equivalent to:



25.work stud = (name : string; salary : integer; ollege : string;vehile : motor bike)sine, as already mentioned, a type tag stands for its de�nition. Notie that the re�nementhierarhy of this example is onsistent (see Setion 2), being work stud a subtype of both itssupertypes student and employee.The normalization proess performed aording to the pure strutural approah does not allowto deal with ertain reursive patterns. For instane, onsider the types:employee = (name : string; friend : employee)student = (name : string; friend : student)work stud = student and employeeIn this ase the inheritane onit due to the friend property annot be solved by reursivelyapplying the normalization proess, sine it would lead to an endless omputation. Suh aproblem has been extensively investigated in [43℄, where an algorithm has been proposed thatallows a set of types, for whih the re�nement proess does not terminate, to be identi�ed inpolynomial time.4.2. Logi programmingIn LP there are di�erent proposals, as for instaneQuixote [93℄, DOT [84℄, F -Logi [56℄, FeatureStrutures [29℄, Life [6℄, that go beyond the more traditional languages (suh as the wide spreadProlog). These languages introdue advaned formalisms to represent the strutural aspets ofan entity and the possibility of de�ning hierarhial relations among them. Among the itedlanguages, we seleted Life as the representative one.A logi program represents a formal theory, where both entities and individuals an be repre-sented. This mixing of intensional and extensional knowledge is one of the main harateristisof the LP approah.In terms of hierarhy, the main peuliarity of the Life approah is the lear separation betweenthe entity expressions, that are not expliitly hierarhially related, and the entity names, thatare formally organized in a hierarhy, referred to as Signature for inheritane. Therefore, ahierarhy of entity expressions is de�ned through the integration of the entity expressions andthe Signature for inheritane. For the spei� role given to entity names (and to distinguish thisproposal from the previous one, referred to as strutural approah) we will refer to Life as havingthe naming approah. Another harateristi of Life is the possibility of speifying orefereneonstraints in an entity expression. Coreferene indiates that two di�erent expressions share aommon substruture. Notie that, in the KR and OOP �elds, oreferene onstraints annot beexpressed in the strutural part (i.e., in the entity expression) but require a language extension,onerning expliit integrity onstraints.In Life, entity expressions are referred to as  -terms; hierarhies an be expressed onlyamong entity names (not expressions); hierarhy proessing is performed aording to a sortof unifiation mehanism. The rest of this subsetion will elaborate on these issues.



26.4.2.1.  -termIn Life, a partially ordered set of type onstrutor symbols, also referred to as sort symbols(sorts), is assumed to be given. A sort an be the label of a prede�ned domain, suh as string, auser-de�ned label, suh as person, or an individual, suh as myar. Suh set of sorts is used tode�ne the entity expressions that, in Life, are referred to as  -terms. A  -term an be taggedor untagged. A tagged  -term is either a variable (also referred to as oreferene tag) or anexpression of the form X:t, where X is the root variable and t is an untagged  -term. Anuntagged  -term is either atomi or attributed. An atomi  -term is a sort symbol, whereasan attributed  -term is, essentially, an entity expression, as desribed below.4.2.2. Attributed  -termAn attributed  -term is an expression assoiating a root sort symbol with a �nite set of proper-ties. Eah property is formed by an attribute label assoiated with a  -term through the "=>"symbol (domain restrition). Coreferene onstraints an be expressed within an attributed -term. They are spei�ed by using variables in upperase letters.For instane, aording to the syntax of [6℄, the following is the person attributed  -term:person(id => name(first => string; last => X : string);father => person(id => name(last => X))having person as root sort symbol (also referred to as prinipal type), and two attribute labels,id and father, eah of whih used to assoiate the root symbol person with a nested  -term.For instane, the  -term assoiated with the id attribute ontains two sorts, i.e., name (rootsort of the nested  -term) and string, and the attribute labels first and last. The variable Xindiates a oreferene onstraint, that is the last name of a person must be the same of his/herfather. Of ourse, oreferene onstraints require the assoiated types to be the same (in thisase string, that an be omitted in the latter ase).As already mentioned, individuals are onsidered sorts too. This is the reason why in Life wean also �nd attributed  -terms whose strutures ontain individuals. For instane, we oulddesribe the entity whose father is a spei� individual, say p1, as follows:person(id => name(first => string; last => X : string);father => p1(id => name(last => X))However, in this paper, for sake of simpliity, we will fous on untagged  -terms (thereforewithout oreferene onstraints), sine tagging does not play any spei� role in hierarhialproessing.Consider the entity expressions of the Example 4.1 that, aording to the  -term approahan be written as:student(name => string; vehile => bike; ollege => string)employee(name => string; vehile => motor bike; salary => integer)bike(maker => string; olor => string)motor bike(maker => string; olor => string; power => string):
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student employee

work_stud

bike motor_bike

Figure 6: Signature for inheritane for the Example 4.1Notie that in the above set we have the strutural desription of the entities only, withoutany hierarhial relation, although it exists between work stud and student, employee. Thehierarhial information among the entity names are modeled in a separate omponent, referredto as Signature for inheritane, that is illustrated in the next subsetion.4.2.3. The Signature for inheritaneIn Life, the partially ordered set of sorts assoiated with a set of  -terms is referred to as aSignature for inheritane (<). A Signature for inheritane is axiomatially given and is alwaysa lower semilattie (i.e, eah pair of sorts has always a greatest ommon lower bound, possiblyequal to ?, i.e., the least element in the hierarhy) [18℄. For instane, a omplete representationof the Example 4.1 in Life requires to assoiate the above set of  -terms with the followingSignature for inheritane:work stud < studentwork stud < employee? < work stud? < bike? < motor bikeFor the sake of simpliity, in the following we will omit the trivial relations involving the leastelement ?. As already mentioned, in OOP inheritane hierarhies involve entities only, whereasin the Signature for inheritane entities and individuals may oexist. For instane, if s1 and s2are two individuals, in the Signature for inheritane it is possible to speify that these individ-uals are students, as follows:s1 < students2 < studentIn the following two paragraphs we will illustrate how the notion of a Signature for inheritaneis at the basis of the subtyping notion and the hierarhy proessing de�ned in Life.



28.4.2.4. SubtypingIn Life, the notion of subtyping between  -terms is more restritive than the one introduedin OOP (i.e., the strutural subtyping). In partiular, in Life we have a strutural subtypingthat an be established only among  -terms whose root sorts are related in the Signature forinheritane. For instane, onsider the entity set:person(name => string; age => integer)dog(name => string; age => integer; breed => string)dog is not a subtype of person, unless this is expliitly delared in the Signature, that is:dog < person.Also in the ase of ommon attribute labels, the assoiated  -terms are required to be hier-arhially related. For instane, onsider:person(name => string; friend => person)student(name => string; friend => doglover; ollege => integer)Then, the  -term student is not a subtype of person unless the related Signature for inheri-tane ontains not only the relation between the root sorts:student < personbut also the relation between the sorts:doglover < person.4.2.5. Hierarhy proessingIn Life, the Signature for inheritane is mainly introdued in order to perform uni�ation. Uni�-ation is a well-known operation in LP, and it is at the basis of resolution, one of the fundamentalmehanisms of theorem proving [46, 31℄. Uni�ation is the proess of determining whether twoor more expressions an be made idential by appropriate substitutions for their variables. Theuni�ation algorithm proposed in Life is more general with respet to the standard uni�ationalgorithm proposed in the literature. In partiular, in Life uni�ation an be applied to  -termswith di�erent root sorts and arity (number of properties), and the arguments of the  -termsare identi�ed by their attribute labels. In Life, given any pair of  -terms, uni�ation aims atderiving, when possible, a third  -term that is the greatest ommon lower bound aording tosubtyping. In this sense we an say that uni�ation in Life is very similar to the normalizationproess in OOP. In partiular, in the ase of untagged  -terms, the uni�ation algorithm pro-posed in [6℄ beomes quite simple and di�ers, essentially, from the normalization proess in thefollowing points:� only the  -terms whose root sorts (prinipal types) have a non-trivial (i.e., di�erent from?) ommon lower bound aording to the Signature for inheritane an be uni�ed;



29.� in the proess, inheritane onits are solved aording to the preedene relation givenin the Signature for inheritane, i.e., if a non-trivial ommon lower bound of the onitingroot sorts exists. In partiular, in both these ases, the greatest ommon lower bound ishosen.For instane, in the Example 4.1, the uni�ation between the  -terms whose prinipal typesare student and employee an be applied, having them work stud as greatest ommon lowerbound (aording to the related Signature for inheritane). However, this uni�ation does notsueed due to the inheritane onit generated by the attribute label vehile. Suh a onitannot be solved sine the greatest ommon lower bound between the sorts bike and motor bikeis ?.Vie versa, suppose that the Signature for inheritane is replaed with the following one (where,as already mentioned, relations involving the least element ? has been omitted):work stud < studentwork stud < employeemotor bike < bikeIn this ase uni�ation sueeds and, in partiular, returns the  -term:work stud(name => string; vehile => motor bike;ollege => string; salary => integer)Notie that, in this example, the resulting  -term is a strutural subtype (aording to theOOP approah) of both the  -terms student and employee.It is interesting to observe that uni�ation sueeds also in the ase of inheritane onitsbetween sorts whose assoiated sets of attribute labels are not in strutural subtyping. Forinstane, onsider the Example 4.1, where motor bike and bike are de�ned as follows:student(name => string; vehile => bike; ollege => string)employee(name => string; vehile => motor bike; salary => integer)bike(maker => string; olor => string; speed => integer)motor bike(maker => string; olor => string; power => string)together with the Signature for inheritane de�ned above. In this ase the uni�ation betweenstudent and employee provides the  -term:work stud(name => string; ollege => string; salary => integer;vehile => motor bike(maker => string; olor => string;power => string; speed => integer))due to the presene of the preedene relation:motor bike < bikein the Signature. Therefore, we have a sort of double motor bike de�nitions, although one ex-pliitly given and the other one nested in another  -term.



30.In the Subsetion 5.3, a methodology integrating the strutural approah of OOP togetherwith the approah proposed in the LP area is realled [16℄, developed within the Objet-orienteddatabases researh �eld presented below.
5. Objet-oriented databasesIn this setion, we will illustrate how the Database (DB) area has ontributed to (stati) on-eptual modeling. This ontribution an be traed bak to the '70s, with the advent of Semantidata modeling [50, 76℄ and Entity-relationship [32, 14℄. Along this line, an important impulseame from the Objet-oriented (OO) approah [54℄. Objet-oriented databases (ODB) [53, 57, 58℄represent a tehnology developed within the OO movement, that experiened its momentum atthe beginning of the '90s. In partiular, a strong motivation for the introdution of ODB residesin the advent of Objet-oriented programming and the inadequay of the relational databases[85, 82℄, from a logial point of view, in interating with OO programs. This inadequay arisesfrom the mismath due to the rih strutures that an be manipulated in an OO program andthe simpler strutures available in the relational model (everything stored in a at table, witholumns representing only atomi attributes). For this reason, the �rst generation of Objet-oriented database management systems (ODBMS) has been oneived for objet persistene,i.e., to allow for the survival of objets managed by an OO program (written in an OO pro-gramming language). Among the proposed ommerial produts, we may mention: Objetivity[69℄, Versant [86℄, Iris [41℄, ODE [4℄, Gemstone [26℄, Orion [12℄, Objet Store [70℄, Visio [47℄, O2[11, 68℄. In addition, there has been a number of aademi prototypes, with a varying number ofdatabase features, suh as Galileo (one of the �rst on the stage) [3℄, Impress/TM [9, 10℄, Tyoon[59℄, and Logidata [8℄. Sine the early '90s, when the �rst generation systems appeared, ODBtehnology has evolved and new systems have been developed, mainly driven by the suess ofJava [52℄. In partiular we may ite Poet [72℄, and Jade [51℄, on the ommerial side, PJama[71℄, on the aademi side. This (largely inomplete) list of systems gives the idea of the highfragmentation of the setor. This may be a reason for a market penetration slower than initiallyexpeted. Another reason an be seen in the fat that relational systems did not remain still,and started to evolve towards open and extensible solutions. The most remarkable one is rep-resented by the Objet-relational paradigm [80℄, that somehow integrates the two approahes,relational and OO, reating an hybrid paradigm. Objet-relational database management sys-tems (ORDBMS) appear able to preserve the investment on the relational side, while beingsuited for more advaned appliations that require the modeling power of the objet paradigm.Within suh a omplex senario, it is very diÆult to present a unique, omprehensive frame-work for the oneptual modeling of entities and hierarhies in objet databases. We deided toreall two solutions of di�erent nature. The �rst omes from the Objet database managementgroup (ODMG) [30℄, an international board for objet database standards, the only one in the�eld tightly onneted to the OMG standard organization (a larger organism that produed,among others, the CORBA standard). The seond is O2, a ommerial system produed byO2 Tehnology. It was seleted sine it was among the �rst to be present in the ODB marketsegment and, at the same time, it is haraterized by a sound theoretial basis.



31.5.1. The ODMG standardThe ODMG standard has been oneived to supply the ODB vendors with a referene modelfor an ODB system. Suh a database model has a number of qualifying features aimed athelping the programmer in using an objet database, from within a proedure developed usingan OO programming language (in partiular, the standard addresses Smalltalk, C++, and Java).Therefore, a large part of the standard is onerned with issues related to the programming level.Our fous is primarily on the strutural modeling of entities, and their hierarhial organization.Therefore we will illustrate only a subset of the ODMG standard. In partiular, we will addressthe part of the standard onerning the strutural features of the proposed database model.5.1.1. EntityIn ODMG, a type represents the fundamental notion of an entity. A type has an extent, repre-sented by a set of instanes. An instane an be an objet or a literal. The extent of a literal type(suh as integer or string) is axiomatially given and immutable. The extent of an objet type(like person or ar) is represented by data stored in a database, at a given time. An instaneof an objet type has a (mutable) state and an identi�er (referred to as oid, see Setion 2).Literals have no identi�ers, but a omplex literal (struture) may have a key. Aording to theODMG standard, a type has an external speifiation and one or more implementations. Aspei�ation desribes the properties and the operations. A type spei�ation an be a lass oran interfae. Intuitively we may say that an interfae annot be instantiated, and only lassesmay have extents. The ODMG proposes a syntax, derived from OOP and the Interfae De�-nition Language (de�ned by OMG). The syntax is intuitively presented through the examplesbelow.interfae Person f: : : properties : : :: : : operations : : :g;lass Employee f: : : properties : : :: : : operations : : :g;5.1.2. Entity expression and domain restritionThe modeling notion that orresponds to an entity expression, aording to ODMG standard,is referred to as type spei�ation. It is onstruted, with regard to the stati omponent, sup-plying the list of typed properties. Properties an be attributes or relationships. The formertake values (essentially literals) when instantiated, the latter represent a bi-diretional link withanother type. (Note that when de�ning a relationship from typeA to typeB, the inverse, fromtypeB to typeA must be indiated as well.) A relationship may be one-to-one, one-to-many, ormany-to-many.lass Employee fattribute string name;attribute short age;



32. attribute enum gender fmale,femaleg;strut Address fstring ity, string street, short numberg;attribute set hPhone noi phones;attribute Department dept;g;interfae Person fattribute string name;attribute Date birthDate;g;Notie that an attribute an be implemented by a omplex struture, like in the ase ofAddress (further deomposed into sub-attributes), an be set-valued, like in the ase of phones(other omplex values, suh as list or bag, are allowed), or may take an oid as its value, like in thease of dept (that will take as a value an oid from the elements of the extent of the Departmenttype). However, in this ase, where a property takes an oid as its value, referential integrityis not guaranteed. (Only relationships guarantee it.) A set of types with their de�nitions isreferred to as database shema, the olletion of the orresponding instanes is a database. Inthe example, we also see the prinipal mehanisms for domain restrition. Attributes an betyped with basi types (suh as integer, string, or short) or with omplex types. In the latterase, we may have a struture (tuple), a multi-value, or an objet referene. In the ase ofmulti-valued attribute, however, there is no possibility of indiating ardinality onstraints.5.1.3. Re�nement hierarhyThe ODMG objet model allows types to be organized aording to an inheritane-based, type-subtype hierarhy. In a shema we have two kinds of hierarhial relationships: ISA and EX-TENDS. The former is required when the supertype is an interfae, and allows inheritane ofbehaviour only. The subtype an be another interfae or a lass. The ISA hierarhy allows mul-tiple inheritane to be modeled. However, name overriding is disallowed. Therefore, when twosupertypes arry, say, the same attribute phone, the assoiated typing must agree. EXTENDSis used between lasses and onerns both behaviour and state. This is a single inheritanerelationship, but overriding is allowed. Syntatially, ISA is represented by a semiolon andEXTENDS is represented by the keyword extends.interfae Manager : Person fattribute sethProjeti manages;g;lass EmployeePerson extends Employee : Person fattribute Date hireDate;attribute Curreny salary;relashionship Manager bossinverse Manager::subordinates;g;lass ManagerPerson extends EmployeePerson : Manager fattribute EmployeePerson seretary;



33.relashionship sethEmployeei subordinatesinverse Employee::boss;g;Notie that in the above set of types (that is not a proper shema, sine the Departmenttype is unde�ned) only EmployeePerson, ManagerPerson, and Employee an be instanti-ated. Furthermore, there is a ontainment relationship between the extents of Employee andEmployeePerson, as well as between the extents of EmployeePerson and ManagerPerson.5.1.4. Hierarhy proessingAs antiipated, the re�nement relation is established between two types: a more general super-type and a more spei� subtype. Any subtype arries all the type information of its supertypes,up in the hierarhy. A subtype interfae, as usual, may de�ne harateristis in addition to thosede�ned on its supertypes. Also the overriding mehanism applies here, therefore a harateristide�ned on a supertype an be rede�ned, in more speialized terms, on the subtype. In theexample above, the EmployePerson type inherits from the Employee lass, by means of theEXTENDS relationship, and from the Person lass, by means of the ISA relationship. Theresulting struture for the EmployeePerson lass is:lass EmployeePerson f // after inheritaneattribute Date hireDate;attribute Curreny salary;relashionship Manager bossinverse Manager::subordinates;attribute string name;attribute short age;attribute enum gender fmale,femaleg;strut Address fstring ity, string street, short numberg;attribute set hPhone noi phones;attribute Department dept;attribute Date birthDate;g;Notie that attributes and relationships an be intermixed at will.5.2. The O2 approahAs already mentioned, the ODBMS O2 [11, 68℄ has been seleted sine it represents a signi�antindustrial experiene and, at the same time, is based on a sound methodologial basis. TheO2 is a omplex software environment. Besides the data management solutions, it supportsother funtions, inluding programming environment, Objet-oriented languages, user interfaegeneration, web tehnology. In this setion we fous on the objet model adopted to representa database shema, that inludes di�erent notions, suh as, types, lasses, relationships, andhierarhies.



34.5.2.1. EntityIn O2, both the notions of a type and a lass are present; they denote, at extensional level, valuesand objets, respetively. Types an be atomi, suh as string or integer, or omplex. The latterare omposed by using onstrutors suh as: set, tuple, and list. Non-atomi values are omplexliterals, whose struture is de�ned by the orresponding types, and have no identity. (Although,at implementation level, strutured values are given an identi�er and are stored and retrievedas objets, mainly for homogeneity reasons, [11℄, p.45.) Untyped values are not allowed. Everylass has a type assoiated that desribes the struture of its instanes. Objets, that are lassinstanes, have a struture and an identity. Furthermore, objets are enapsulated, i.e., theirinternal struture is not visible and an be manipulated through methods only. Complex valueshave a visible struture and an be diretly manipulated, e.g., with algebrai operators, like inthe ase of relational values. Given a �nite set of lass names P and an in�nite set of onstantsD (literals and oids), the set of type expressions used in lass de�nitions is expressed by thefollowing abstrat syntax, where � is a type expression, P any subset of P, and k � 0:� = ; j P j D j [A : �1; : : : ; A : �k℄ j f�g j (� _ �) j (� ^ �)5.2.2. Entity expressions and domain restritionHere we illustrate the syntax of the type language of O2, fousing on the tuple struture. The�rst of the two following examples is a type, expressed in the data de�nition language of O2,used to de�ne a Person lass:type tuple (name: string,address: (ity: City, street: string),age: integer,hobbies: list("tennis", "stamps", "kites")).As we see from the example, an attribute may take an atomi literal as value (as for name) or aomplex literal, i.e., a struture (as for address). When an attribute is typed with a user de�nedtype (address:ity), a orresponding instane will take an oid as value. Multi-valued attributesare represented indiating if it onsists of a set, bag, or list (the latter is the ase of hobbies, inthe example.) A lass is de�ned as an assoiation between a name and a type. Therefore, wemay have a lass Person orresponding to the above type.add lass Persontype tuple (name: string,address: (ity: City, street: string),age: integer,hobbies: list("tennis", "stamps", "kites"))with extension.The last line indiates that the lass Person an be diretly populated by instanes (i.e.,objets). If this lause is not expressed, the lass is assumed to be abstrat, therefore it annotbe diretly populated. (Similarly to interfaes in the ODMG standard, only its sublasses willbe populated.)



35.A set of possible instanes of the Person lass are:(#o1, [name: "Smith", address: [ity: #o23, street: "main"℄, age:29,hobbies: "tennis"℄ )(#o5, [name: "John", address: [ity: #o23, street: "least"℄, age:20,hobbies: "kites"℄ )The above instanes learly show that an objet is a pair formed by an oid and a struture. Tosummarize, from a strutural point of view, lasses have a name and a type. Correspondingly,at instane level, objets have identi�ers and values. Types are used to de�ne the struture (andthe behaviour, not addressed in this paper) of the objets.5.2.3. Re�nement hierarhyClasses are reated expliitly during database design and are organized aording to an inheri-tane hierarhy. Complex types, reated within lass de�nitions, are unnamed and do not havetheir own inheritane hierarhy. However, type inheritane is a mehanism that takes plaewithin a lass inheritane hierarhy. Class inheritane, as usual, is mainly used to de�ne anappliation (a database shema, in our ase) inrementally. Imagine that we need to de�ne theStudent lass where, besides what has been already spei�ed for persons, we add two attributes:ollege and pet.add lass Student inherits Persontype tuple (ollege: string,pet: set(PetAnimal))with extension.Therefore, a programmer uses inherits to de�ne sublasses, giving only the extra attributes.If required, attributes already delared in the superlass may be rede�ned (this mehanism isreferred to as overriding). In de�ning a sublass, the property of instane substitutability mustbe preserved. This means that any speialized objet (i.e., instane of a sublass) an be seenas a more general objet (i.e., legal instane of a superlass). For example, a student is a personin all respet. The property of substitutability is guaranteed by the subtyping relationship thatmust hold between the types assoiated with the lass and sublass. Imagine that we need agraduate and student (Gr Student) lass, where we add a new attribute (the subjet of thethesis) and we override the pet attribute:add lass Gr Student inherits Studenttype tuple (thesis subjet: string,pet: set(Dog))with extension.Beyond the intuition, that says that a dog is indeed a pet animal, we are guaranteed that theabove de�nition is orret only if the type assoiated with the Dog lass is a subtype of thatassoiated with the PetAnimal [42, 43℄. On the line of the OOP approah, from a semantipoint of view: "a type is a subtype of another if and only if every instane of the former is also



36.an instane of the latter" ([11℄, page 26). This property is often referred to as "set inlusion"semantis. From a syntati point of view, the syntati subtyping rule holds: "A tuple type isa subtype of another if it is more de�ned, that is, if it ontains every attribute of its supertypesplus some new ones and/or it re�nes the type of some attributes of its supertype" ([11℄, page27). Class hierarhy is tightly onneted to type hierarhy, but the former is given by theprogrammer, while the latter is inferred by the system.5.2.4. Hierarhy proessingWe have seen that in O2, there are two di�erent (but tightly related) sorts of hierarhies: typehierarhy and lass hierarhy. There are two di�erent (but tightly related) sorts of proessingonneted to the above mentioned hierarhies. Let us onsider a lass hierarhy: it is proessedaording to a rewrite mehanism that (reursively) applies inheritane. This mehanism followsthe hierarhy and provides the sublasses with all the attributes of the superlasses, but avoidsopying any attribute loally de�ned.add lass Gr Student /* after inheritanetype tuple (name: string,address: (ity: City, street: string),age: integer,hobbies: list("tennis", "stamps", "kites"),ollege: string,thesis subjet: string,pet: set(Dog))with extension.O2 supports multiple inheritane. However, it is allowed with a few restritions, to avoidritial inheritane onits. When an attribute (or method) name is de�ned in two or moresuperlasses, the user either has to expliitly rede�ne the attribute or give the inheritane path([11℄, p.28). Let us onsider now a type hierarhy: it is proessed in order to verify its well-formedness. To this end the subtyping relation is used. The veri�ation takes plae by using thesubtyping syntati rule de�ned above. In essene, it is required that two hierarhially relatedlasses have "struturally ompatible" types. If  and ' are two lass names and � is a mappingfrom lass names to the related types, we require that: � ' ) �() � �(0)A lass hierarhy is well-formed if for all lasses  and ' the above rule is satis�ed. A databaseshema is essentially a well-formed lass hierarhy.Both ODMG and O2 (as well as the great majority of strongly typed ODBMS) have adopted astrutural approah to subtyping, whih is inspired by the type theory illustrated in Subsetion4.1. There are ases in whih this approah may aept a orret shema that may appearounter-intuitive. In the following subsetion we reall a proposal that integrates the struturaland naming approahes, where a notion of orret shema (well-formed shema) that is loserto a more intuitive view of the reality is proposed.



37.5.3. Integrating naming and strutural approahes in ODBIn this subsetion, we start from a omparative analysis of the inheritane proessing approahesadopted in the OOP and LP �elds (illustrated in Setion 4), in order to reall an integratedsolution for inheritane hierarhy proessing presented in [16℄. We have seen that eah of thementioned approahes presents some interesting aspets but also some drawbaks. By summa-rizing, we have seen that with the strutural approah, di�erent entities that exhibit the samestruture are onsidered equivalent (i.e., entity and property names do not arry any semantis).On the other hand, with the naming approah, hierarhies are onsidered independently of thede�nitions of the oniting types, therefore generating double entity de�nitions. For this rea-son, in [16℄ a new methodology is presented, aiming at solving the above mentioned problems byproviding a balaned solution that takes into aount both the entity strutures and the namepreedene relation (as the one proposed in Life with the Signature for inheritane). Aordingto suh a methodology, inheritane is performed by using:� the inheritane mehanism of the strutural approah, and� the inheritane onits resolution that makes use of a delared hierarhy of entity tags.Suh a hierarhy is not arbitrarily given as, for instane, in Life, but it is derived from there�nement hierarhy delared in the entity de�nitions (by using, for instane, the and orISA onstrut).Therefore, an entity set organized aording to a re�nement hierarhy is always oupled with ahierarhy of entity tags. The ordering relation imposed on entity tags is referred to as DesOf(DesendantOf). The pair (E,DesOf) formed by the set E of entity tags of the shema and theDesOf relation is a partially ordered set. In the proposed approah, inheritane onits aresolved making use of the DesOf relation derived from the shema, when possible. In the aseswhere onits annot be solved, the method provides suggestions about possible modi�ationsof the shema and the DesOf relation aimed at removing the inheritane onits. We will seethat suh suggestions aim at guaranteeing the formal property of onsistent re�nement hierarhyrealled in Subsetion 2.5 (here referred to as shema well-formedness), that the entity set, onetransformed into expanded form, must verify. Below, the main points of this methodology arebriey realled.5.3.1. InterfaeAording to the ODMG standard, in [16℄ a shema ontains de�nitions for literal types (i.e.,types of omplex values) and interfaes (entities). Literal types are onstruted from atomitypes suh as integer, string by using onstrutors, suh as tuple or set. Their domains are�xed, essentially prede�ned. Interfaes are de�ned (i.e., user-de�ned), and their domains arepopulated by expliit objet reation requests (i.e., by populating a database).5.3.2. Interfae de�nitionAn interfae de�nition ontains a name and a set of typed properties (tuple). The types forproperties are: (i) atomi types (suh as string or integer), (ii) interfae names (suh as personor ar), (iii) tuples (i.e., nested tuples). In ase (i) and (ii) properties are referred to as attributesand relationships, respetively. An interfae de�nition an also have an inheritane omponent,ontaining the names of the superinterfaes (superentities) from whih typed properties are



38.inherited. The inheritane hierarhy is spei�ed by the and onstrutor. However, in order toredue the number of di�erent formalisms, here we will use the neutral syntax of TQL, i.e., theISA onstrutor. The tuple of an interfae de�nition is referred to as the expliit omponentof the de�nition. A database shema is a set of interfae de�nitions, where eah interfae nameis uniquely de�ned, every de�nition ontains only de�ned interfae names, and inheritane isayli. A shema is in expliit form i� all its de�nitions ontain expliit omponents only,otherwise, if at least one of them ontains an inheritane omponent, the shema is said to bein impliit form. The tuple of an interfae de�nition in expliit form, whose name is � , isindiated as i(�).In [16℄, following the approah adopted in Life, it was proposed to keep the distintionamong struturally similar but semantially di�erent types by means of a "branding" meh-anism. Branding enrihes the tuple onstrutor. With respet to plain tuples that an beompared (and manipulated) by onsidering only the properties (e.g., by making the union oftyped properties in performing inheritane), branded tuples require "ompatibility" (that holdsalong a re�nement hierarhy path). Therefore, it is not possible to perform the union of typedproperties of tuples with inompatible branding. A branded tuple onstrutor has the form:� := [� pi : �i℄where eah "pi : �i", 1 � i � n, is a typed property. For instane, the interfaes:person := [person name : string; age : integer℄dog := [dog name : string; age : integer℄an be distinguished as di�erent interfaes, even if they are struturally equivalent (i.e., theirsets of typed properties oinide).However, notie that in this approah the designer is not required to expliitly speify brand-ing in tuples, sine it is automatially derived from the interfae de�nition (in fat, the tuplebranding is represented by a tag that oinides with the interfae name).On the line of the Life approah, we will see in the next paragraphs that the branding meh-anism has a diret impat on subtyping. In this proposal the speialized type relation has beenintrodued to take into aount branding. Before presenting suh a relation, we need to de�nethe DesOf relation.5.3.3. Re�nement hierarhyAn impliit shema, i.e., a shema ontaining ISA onstruts, indues a preedene relationon interfae names, referred to as diretDes (diretDes-endant). The diretDes relationis de�ned among the names of the interfaes being de�ned and eah of its superinterfaes, asfollows.If � and �i are interfae names:diretDes(�; �i), if �i is used in theinheritane omponent of the de�nition of � .Starting from the diretDes, the DesOf (DesendantOf) relation is de�ned as the reexiveand transitive losure of the diretDes relation.



39.For instane, onsider the interfaes of the Example 4.1, spei�ed by using the TQL languageas follows:student := [name : string; vehile : bike; ollege : string℄employee := [name : string; vehile : motor bike; salary : integer℄bike := [maker : string; olor : string℄motor bike = [maker : string; olor : string; power : string℄work stud := ISA student employeethen, the diretDes indued from this shema is:diretDes(work stud; student)diretDes(work stud; employee)In the following, given a shema in expliit form, say �, we de�ne a full expliit shema, sayS, as a pair S = (�; desOfS), where desOfS is a partial order on the interfae names of �,alled the inheritane relation of the shema S.This notion will be used below, and will allow us to illustrate the speialized type relation andhierarhy proessing of this proposal.5.3.4. Speialized type relationFor a full expliit shema S = (�; desOfS) as de�ned above, the speialized type relation (<:)is de�ned on types over � as follows:� Any type: � <: � .� Interfaes: �1 <: �2 if desOfS(�1; �2)� Tuples: [� pi : �i℄1�i�n+m <: [� pi : �i℄1�i�nif desOfS(�; �) and �i <: �i for 1 � i � n.� Sets: f�1g <: f�2g if �1 <: �2.The above Tuples ase orresponds to a "branded strutural subtyping", that is, subtypingas de�ned in the strutural approah enrihed with the branding mehanism. Conversely, theInterfaes ase makes the speialized type relation very similar to the naming approah proposal(see Subsetion 4.2).For instane, with regard to the type interfaes dog and person of Subsetion 5.3.2:dog <: personif: desOf(dog; person)holds. The same holds in the ase of the example given in Subsetion 4.1, that is realled below:person := [name : string; age : integer℄dog := [name : string; age : integer; breed : string℄:



40.5.3.5. Hierarhy proessingIn the absene of inheritane onits, we have seen that, essentially, the inheritane proessesas proposed in the strutural and naming approahes oinide. Conversely, inheritane onitsresolution yields to di�erent results. In this proposal an inheritane mehanism has been de�nedthat inludes an algorithm based on branding and the DesOf relation (referred to as theExpand algorithm). It is briey summarized below.Given an impliit shema �, onsider the set of interfae names of �, say N , and the DesOfrelation indued by �. Then, for eah inheritane onit, the partially ordered set P =(N ,DesOf) is analyzed. If the oniting interfae names admit an interfae name in P thatis their greatest ommon lower bound, then the Expand algorithm sueeds and suh a nameis inherited in the expanded de�nition. Then, the expanded shema, together with the DesOfrelation, is said to be well-formed, i.e., for all interfae names �1; �2:if DesOf(�1; �2) then i(�1) �: i(�2).Otherwise, the algorithm provides suggestions about possible modi�ations of the DesOf(i.e., the existing inheritane hierarhy), and the related interfae de�nitions. These suggestionsmay onern the introdution of interfae de�nitions in the shema and interfae names in theDesOf relation.Let us show a few examples.In the ase of inonsistent re�nement hierarhy, as for instane the one illustrated in Setion2.5, the only suggestion that is given by the Expand algorithm is to reformulate the interfaede�nitions. In fat, this kind of onit, that takes plae between string and integer (thatare types with disjoint domains), is referred to as unamendable. Conversely, in the ase ofamendable onits, the algorithm suggests one or more possible solutions, allowing the de-signer maximum exibility in hoosing one that suits his/her needs. For instane, onsider theshema:student := [name : string; vehile : push bike; ollege : string℄employee := [name : string; vehile : motor bike; salary : integer℄motor bike := [maker : string; power : string℄push bike := [maker : string; speed : string℄work stud := ISA student employeewhose DiretDes relation is the following:DiretDes(work stud; student)DiretDes(work stud; employee):In this ase, the inheritane onit due to the vehile property annot be solved sine mo-tor bike and push bike do not admit any (greatest) ommon lower bound, aording to theDesOf relation. However, this onit is amendable, in the sense that it ould be solved bysimply introduing a new interfae in the shema whose name is, for instane, moped, that in-herits from both the oniting interfaes motor bike and push bike, i.e.:moped := ISA motor bike push bike



41.This modi�ation allows the inheritane proess to sueed, and the following expliit shemais obtained:student := [name : string; vehile : push bike; ollege : string℄employee := [name : string; vehile : motor bike; salary : integer℄motor bike := [maker : string; power : string℄push bike := [maker : string; speed : string℄work stud := [name : string; vehile : moped;ollege : string; salary : integer℄moped := [maker : string; power : string; speed : string℄The diretDes relation is also modi�ed as represented in Figure 7 (it is an extension of thediretDes relation derived from the original shema).
work studstudent employeeQQQQQ������ bbbbb"""""push bike motor bikemopedFigure 7Notie that the full expliit shema obtained from the resulting expliit shema and the mod-i�ed DesOf relation is a well-formed shema.In the ase of the Example 4.1 (see Setion 4.1), the onit between bike and motor bike anbe solved by extending the DiretDes relation with the pair:DiretDes(motor bike; bike)that is, by modifying the DiretDes relation as shown in Figure 8.student employee bikeHHHH ����work stud motor bikeFigure 8Therefore the onit generated by the property vehile an be solved by inheriting themotor bikename interfae as follows:



42.work stud := [name : string; vehile : motor bike; ollege : string;salary : integer℄Notie that in all the above examples, the obtained full expliit shema, onsisting of theexpanded shema and the DesOf relation, is well-formed. Indeed, it is possible to prove that:if the Expand algorithm sueeds, than the resultingfull expliit shema is well-formed.In [16℄, partiular attention is paid to the ase in whih the partially ordered set does notprovide unique solutions. Suh ambiguous situations arise, for instane, in the presene ofoniting interfae names that, instead of having a greatest lower bound, admit two or moremaximal lower bounds (i.e., the partially ordered set is not a lower semilattie). Also in theseases, the ambiguity an be removed by suitably modifying the shema and the DesOf relation(for a deeper understanding of this aspet of the proposal, see details in the mentioned paper).It is the opinion of the authors that the approah just realled represents a well balanedsolution for oneptual modeling of re�nement hierarhies. This is obtained with a balanedblend of the formal treatment of entity strutures and the axiomati, given, partially orderedset of domain dependent entity names. This solution appears to be more intuitive in a largernumber of ases than the previous ones.6. ConlusionIn this paper we surveyed the basi notions of strutural oneptual modeling, with partiularattention to re�nement hierarhies, and how suh notions have been addressed in three impor-tant areas of Computer siene: Arti�ial intelligene, Programming languages, and Databases.Re�nement hierarhies and, more generally, the modeling of the stati aspets of a problemdomain, have attrated a lot of attention and many relevant results an be found in the litera-ture. The intent was not to be exhaustive, but rather to selet a few representative proposalsin eah area. The presentation of a unifying analysis framework was not easy. In fat, due tothe di�erent bakgrounds, starting points, and evolution lines, the di�erent areas are treatingthe problem in di�erent ways, with di�erent approahes and terminology. Therefore, the �rste�ort in this survey has been that of produing a unifying frame to allow a onsistent viewof the di�erent proposals analyzed. The unifying frame has been onstruted identifying theprimary modeling notions. Firstly, the entral notion of an entity has been addressed, report-ing about the onstruts and the elements neessary to de�ne it. An entity de�nition onsistsin the information struture, onstruted supplying its properties and relationships with otherentities. But the key issue of this survey onerned the organization of entities aording to are�nement hierarhy, how a hierarhy is de�ned and what kind of proessing is performed onit. The paper has been strutured aording to the three above mentioned areas, that gatherthe analyzed proposals. Here, in the onluding setion, we aim at summarizing the gist of theanalysis presented in the di�erent setions, building a synopti table. We believe that suh atable will help the reader to better understand the di�erent proposals through a omparativeview. The synopti table is organized as follows. The olumns are labeled with the referenesto the analyzed proposals and the rows refer to the modeling notions. In partiular, on theolumns we have:



43.� DL, for Desription logis;� CL, for Conept lattie;� OOP, for Objet-oriented programming, as seen in the proposal of Cardelli;� LP, for Logi programming, as seen in the proposal of Ait-Kai;� ODMG, for the objet database standard;� O2, for the objet database model of the homonymous management system;� Int-App, for an integrated approah, onerning the proposal that integrates struturaland naming approahes.The rows are labeled with the modeling notions that have been used to analyze the di�erentproposals. In partiular, on the rows we have:� Entity, as a primary notion. Then in eah ell the term that in the orresponding proposaldenotes this notion is given.� Property, represents the basi notion used to de�ne an entity. Some proposals require adomain restrition to be spei�ed (e.g., by typing), other aept domain restrition as anoption, yet other do not onsider this information at all. Terminology is quite stable andthe main aepted di�erene is between attribute, to de�ne a property that is instantiatedwith a literal, and relationship, when the property represents a referene to another entity.The main singularity is in DL where role is used.� Entity expression, is the term used to indiate the de�nition of an entity. Here thereare a number of di�erenes that should be pointed out. In terms of syntax there arenoteworthy di�erenes. The most intuitive (but also elementary) is represented by the setof attributes used in Conept latties. The most omplex appears to be the  -term of LP,where individual instanes an even oreferene onstraints an be expressed.� Hierarhy de�nition. Also here, besides the syntati di�erenes, we have the optionrepresented by attributes and objets set inlusions, as proposed by CL, and the oneproposed in PL, that introdues the notion of Signature for inheritane. The latter is theonly proposal that onsiders the entity names as arrying a semanti import (although,axiomatially given).� Hierarhy proessing. The main operation here is represented by inheritane, that isproposed by all but DL. The latter is not really interested in the information strutureof the onepts, but rather in the operation of organizing onepts along the hierarhy(i.e., Taxonomi reasoning). Many solutions onsider also the possibility of verifying theorretness of a given hierarhy.In onlusion, a general impression is that the rih diversity of syntax, terminology, and basiassumptions that we presented in this survey paper will remain, and there is not a sign that,in strutural oneptual modeling, a unifying theory will emerge soon. Nevertheless, there aresigni�ant signs that the need for oneptual modeling, and mehanisms for managing the in-reasing omplexity of domains to be analyzed and systems to be built, is expanding. Abstration



44.(and, therefore, its dual mehanism: re�nement) is one of the primary mehanisms to takleomplexity (another is partitioning, that leads to deomposition hierarhies, not addressed inthis paper). Therefore, we believe that new formalisms, methods and tools will be proposed inthe future. In any ase, they may bene�t from the wealth of proposals oming from previousexperienes, that represent a very rih set of possible solutions that new proposals should are-fully analyze.
DL CL OOP LPEntity - onept - onept - reord type -  -termProperty - role (unrestr./ - unrestrited - attribute/ - propertyrestrited) attribute relationshipEntity - onept - sets of objets/ - type - attributedexpression expression attributes de�nition  -termHierarhy - AND - inheritane - AND - Signaturede�nition onstrut relation onstrut for inheritaneHierarhy - subsumption - inheritane - subtyping - subtypingproessing graph - normalization - uni�ation- type inferene- type heking
ODMG O2 Int-AppEntity - type - type/lass - interfaeProperty - attribute/ - attribute - propertyrelationshipEntity - lass/interfae - type - interfaeexpression expression de�nitionHierarhy - ISA/extends - inherits - ISAde�nition onstruts onstrut onstrutHierarhy - restrited - restrited - speializedproessing inheritane inheritane type relation- expansion
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